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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates.  

The reports will include a general commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects 
examined in the questions and highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. 
A selection of candidate answers are also provided. The reports will also explain aspects which caused 
difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor examination 
technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. 

A full copy of the question paper and the mark scheme can be downloaded from OCR. 

Advance Information for Summer 2022 assessments  

To support student revision, advance information was published about the focus of exams for Summer 
2022 assessments. Advance information was available for most GCSE, AS and A Level subjects, Core 
Maths, FSMQ, and Cambridge Nationals Information Technologies. You can find more information on 
our website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Would you prefer a Word version?  
Did you know that you can save this PDF as a Word file using Acrobat Professional?  
Simply click on File > Export to and select Microsoft Word 
(If you have opened this PDF in your browser you will need to save it first. Simply right click anywhere on 
the page and select Save as . . . to save the PDF. Then open the PDF in Acrobat Professional.) 
If you do not have access to Acrobat Professional there are a number of free applications available that 
will also convert PDF to Word (search for PDF to Word converter). 
  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/subject-updates/summer-2022-advance-info-639931/
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Paper 1 series overview 
J248/01 is the first of two foundation tier papers for Gateway Science Chemistry A. This unit assesses 
topics C1, C2, C3 and C7 and is worth 50% of the total GCSE. To do well on this paper, candidates 
need to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of scientific ideas, techniques and procedures 
across all four topics. They need to be able to apply their knowledge and understanding to unfamiliar 
contexts as well as displaying the ability to analyse information. Candidates also need to be familiar with 
a range of experimental procedures. 

J248/01 has an equal emphasis on knowledge and understanding of the assessment outcomes from the 
specification and application of this knowledge.  

Candidates were generally well prepared for this examination, only the more challenging questions were 
omitted. Questions on atomic structure were answered well. Questions on bonding and structure were 
more challenging with the most successful responses explaining concepts. More successful responses 
applied knowledge and understanding to unfamiliar contexts. 

Calculations were generally performed well. It is advisable for candidates to structure their working out 
so that where a final answer is incorrect it may be possible for working and error carried forward marks 
to be given; this also helps the candidate to process their thoughts clearly and logically.  

More successful responses described experimental procedures in detail. 

After completing an answer, it is advisable for candidates to read the question again to make sure they 
have answered all of what is being asked, this will help make sure that numerical answers are given to 
an appropriate number of significant figures and that written responses cover all aspects of the question. 

Writing an answer in pencil and then overwriting in ink should be discouraged as it makes answers 
difficult to decipher. 

 

Candidates who did well on this paper 
generally did the following: 

Candidates who did less well on this paper 
generally did the following: 

• produced a clear, concise and well-structured 
answer for the Level of Response Question: 
20 (a) 

• applied the theory of atomic structure: 
Question 16 (a), 16 (b) (i) and 16 (b) (ii) 

• performed calculations relating to: 
experimental data manipulation: Question 17 
(b) (iii), mean value: Question 17 (c) (ii), ratio: 
Question 18 (b) (iv), Rf value Question 19 (c), 
number of atoms in a compound: Question 21 
(d), percentage yield: Question 22 (b) (i) 

• applied knowledge of melting and boiling 
points to data: Question 18 (a) (iii)  

• derive a relationship from data: Question 18 
(b) (v) 

• identified the product of a reaction: Questions 
17 (a) and 17 (b) 

• described distillation or fractional distillation in 
detail: Question 22 (a) (iii). 

• tended to repeat the question stem as their 
answer to a question 

• showed imprecise use of scientific terminology 
• found it difficult to describe an experimental 

procedure: Question 22 (a) (iii), sequence an 
experimental procedure: Question 17 (c) (i), 
describe observations of a reaction: Question 
17 (b) (ii) 

• did not show working steps in calculations 
• found bonding and the properties of bonding 

types difficult: Questions 16 (c), 16 (d), 18 (a) 
(i) and 18 (a) (ii) 

• found the properties of nanomaterials difficult: 
Question 19 (a) (ii). 
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Section A overview 
Few candidates omitted any of the multiple choice questions. 

Questions on states of matter (2), choosing apparatus (6), physical change (7) and calculating relative 
formula mass (11) were particularly well answered. 

Questions on the electron shells (4), formula of a compound (8), electrolysis (9 and 15) the Periodic 
Table (12) and particle size (13) proved to be the most difficult for candidates.  

 

Question 1  

A was a popular incorrect response. 

 

Question 3  

A and D were the most popular responses. 
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Question 4  

More successful candidates appreciated the difference between a group and a period. C was a popular 
incorrect response. 

 

Question 5  

Acidic properties were generally well known, response A also proved popular. 
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Question 8  

More successful responses balanced the charges to determine a formula. Many candidates used the 
charges as the balancing numbers and so D was the most popular response. 

OCR support 

Teachers may find our Writing Formulae resources useful in the classroom to improve this skill 
with candidates. There is also an activity and answer available.  

 

Question 9  

Many candidates appreciated that the anode would attract Cl- with most choosing ‘gains an electron’. D 
was also a popular incorrect response. 

  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/221065-writing-formulae-teacher-instructions.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/221066-writing-formulae-learner-activity.doc
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OCR support 

The Electrolysis Topic exploration pack could be used to develop understanding for this topic 
by providing extra teacher guidance and a range of activities to use in the classroom.  

 

Question 10  

More successful candidates appreciated the role of Rutherford, D was the most popular incorrect 
response. 

 

Question 12  

Most candidates remembered that gaps were left and chose option C, the context of tellurium and iodine 
leads to response A. 

 

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/363951-electrolysis-topic-exploration-pack.docx
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Question 13  

More successful responses chose atoms and subatomic particles, response A was very popular and a 
smaller number chose response B. 

 

Question 14 

Most confident candidates placed 25°C between the melting point and boiling point of mercury, A was 
the most popular incorrect response. 
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Question 15  

More successful responses chose elements and the most successful chose response A. B was the most 
popular incorrect response. 
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Section B overview 
Questions on atomic structure: Question 16 (a), choosing apparatus Question 20 (b) (i), calculations 
Questions 17 (b) (iii), 17 (c) (ii), 18 (b) (iv) and 21 (d), ball and stick model: Question 21 (a), identifying 
water as a product: Question 17 (a) were particularly well answered. 

Questions on ion formation: 16 (i), ion symbol: Question 16 (d), metallic structure: Questions 18 (b) (i) 
and 18 (b) (ii), nanoparticles: Question 19 (a) (ii), states of matter theory: Question 21 (c), determining 
purity: Question 22 (a) (i) and balancing a symbol equation: Question 22 (b) (ii) proved to be the most 
difficult for candidates.  

A significant number of candidates omitted the more difficult questions, particularly the overlap Questions 
21 and 22. 

There was no evidence that candidates did not have enough time to complete the paper. 

Question 16 (a)  

Atomic structure was generally well known. A significant number of candidates gave the nucleus a 
neutral charge containing protons and electrons. 
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Question 16 (b) (i)  

Many candidates confused atomic number and mass number and so ticked mass number the same for 
both isotopes and boron has 11 protons. A smaller number chose different numbers of protons. 
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Question 16 (b) (ii)  

More successful responses interpreted the diagram to give three electrons on the outer shell. Common 
incorrect responses said that boron contained five electrons and has two shells. 

 

Question 16 (c)  

Type your commentary here 

Misconception 

Many candidates described the negative charge arising from a loss of electrons. 
Very few included the attainment of a filled outer shell. 
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Question 16 (d)  

More successful responses used the formula to determine the charge on the aluminium ion. Common 
incorrect responses included: Al, Al3, Al+ and Al2+. 

 

Question 17 (a)  

Water was well known. Incorrect responses included: base, hydrogen and carbon dioxide. 

 

Question 17 (b) (i)  

More successful responses identified the salt from the reagents. Popular responses included: 
magnesium hydroxide, magnesium carbonate, magnesium oxide, the most popular being the common 
salt sodium chloride. 

OCR support 

To support teachers, we have our Making salts presentation and associated activities that can 
be used in the classroom to improve candidate knowledge and offer more chances to practice 
in context.  

 

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/363964-making-salts-presentation-lesson-element.pptx
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/363963-making-salts-lesson-element.doc
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Question 17 (b) (ii)  

The most confident candidates evaluated the information and gave a correct observation. Popular 
incorrect responses included bubbling, mass decreases, solid dissolves and stopwatch stops. 
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Question 17 (b) (iii)  

Many candidates chose the correct values from the table and found the difference between them. A 
significant number either chose the value at 8 minutes, 145.3 or found the amount of carbon dioxide 
made over the whole 12 minutes. Showing working in multistep calculations is advised as working marks 
can often be given even when the final answer is incorrect. 

Assessment for learning 

Practical Activity Group 
In PAG 8, candidates are expected to use appropriate apparatus to make and record a range 
of measurements accurately, including mass, and measure the rate of a reaction when a gas is 

produced. Teachers should make sure candidates are exposed to a variety of practical methods that will 
help them to be successful in their exams.  
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Question 17 (c) (i)  

The most successful candidates numbered the correct boxes. All combinations of numbers in boxes 
were seen with a significant number putting ticks in boxes rather than numbers. 
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Question 17 (c) (ii)  

Calculation of the mean was achieved by almost all candidates with More successful responses quoting 
their answer to 3 significant figures. Showing working in calculations worth more than one mark is 
advised as working and error carried forward marks can often be given even when the final answer is 
incorrect. 
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Question 18 (a) (i)  

High boiling point/melting point was well known. Many discussed electrical conductivity with more 
successful candidates including solid, molten and dissolved in their answer. 

 

Question 18 (a) (ii)  

The more successful candidates knew the properties of the simple covalent compound B. Most 
candidates chose substance C. 
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Question 18 (a) (iii)  

The most successful candidates determined the state of substance B, solid was the most popular 
incorrect response. 

 

Question 18 (b) (i)  

The most successful responses gave a labelled diagram and described the bonding. Diagrams were 
often missing or unlabelled and often diamond. Many discussed ionic or covalent bonding. A large 
number omitted the question. 
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Exemplar 1 

Diagram has close packed regular positive ions and labelled, ions interspersed with delocalised 
electrons and labelled; text has strong attraction between positive ions and delocalised electrons. This 
response gained all 3 marks. 

 

Question 18 (b) (ii)  

The most successful responses discussed layers. Many discussed weak bonding, delocalised electrons 
or forces between atoms and a large number omitted the question 
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Question 18 (b) (iii)  

More successful responses discussed electrons and the most successful described the electrons as 
moving. Popular responses included bonding, close packing of atoms allowing conduction and moving 
ions. 

 

Question 18 (b) (iv)  

This was answered well, a small number of candidates gave 12:8, simplified to 6:4 or reversed the ratio. 
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Question 18 (b) (v)  

More successful candidates derived the link between silver content and melting point. Popular incorrect 
responses included high melting point, low melting point and the melting point increasing as silver 
content increases. 

 

Question 19 (a) (i)  

More successful candidates gained the mark. Many candidates chose less than 1 nm. 
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Question 19 (a) (ii)  

The most successful candidates identified either an advantage or a disadvantage of nanomaterials. 
Incorrect responses for advantages included small, strong, a medicine, can fit through the skin; and for 
disadvantages small, can’t be seen, can be lost easily, toxic, hard to work with and dangerous.  
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Question 19 (b)  

Pencil line was the most well known. Stationary phase was often labelled as solvent front, mobile phase 
was often labelled as stationary phase or water.  

 

Question 19 (c) (i)  

More successful responses calculated the value correctly and quoted it to two significant figures; 0.8 was 
the common part correct response. A large number inverted the division and gave their final answer to 
three significant figures hence 1.18 was a common incorrect response.  
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Question 19 (c) (ii)  

More successful responses interpreted the values as being different and the most successful 
appreciated that if they were the same substance the values need to be the same. Many repeated the 
question stem with no interpretation and a large number omitted the question. 
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Question 20* (a)  

Most candidates attempted this Level of Response Question and the majority scored some marks. Many 
candidates ascribed the increase in temperature to an increase in energy and an endothermic reaction 
and the decrease in temperature to energy loss and an exothermic reaction, restricting their answer to 
Level 1. Candidates who used the sign of the energy change to identify the type of change correctly 
often gave detailed responses including all of the information from the table gaining full or almost full 
marks. 
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Exemplar 2 

A is endothermic and B is exothermic is incorrect. The temperature increase and decrease and energy 
decrease and increase have been correctly assigned to A and B. This is Level 1, 2 marks. 
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Exemplar 3 

Reaction A and B have been correctly ascribed as exothermic and endothermic. The temperature and 
energy changes have been correctly described and ascribed. This is Level 3, 6 marks. 

Key point call out – Level of Response 

Often candidates interpret the level of response questions as requiring a very long answer, and this can 
be demotivating for some or encourage others to write far more than is necessary. This exemplar shows 
that succinct answers can gain full marks and every line available on the page does not need to be filled 
to be successful.  
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Question 20* (b) (i)  

Thermometer was very well known. Ruler and beaker were also seen. 

 

Question 20* (b) (ii)  

Many candidates suggested a lid, more successful considered insulation. Heating with a Bunsen burner 
was a common incorrect response. 
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Question 20* (c)  

All combinations of lines were seen, with responses for reaction 2 most commonly correct. 
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Question 21 (a)  

The ball and stick model was well known, the most common incorrect response was box 1, 
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Question 21 (b)  

More successful responses drew a single bond between the atoms and gave each atom 6 non-bonding 
electrons. Incorrect responses had a double or triple bond. Non-bonding electrons were often omitted or 
4 or 7 drawn on each atom.  

Assessment for learning 

It is important to remember that each atom in a covalent bond needs to achieve a filled outer 
shell of electrons, and that each atom has all of its outer electrons present in the final structure 
of the molecule. 
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Question 21 (c)  

The most successful responses described differences by either use of comparative terms, e.g. faster or 
by discussing movement of particles or arrangement of particles in both substances. It was common for 
candidates to discuss one of the substances or to describe properties which were not movement or 
arrangement. A large number omitted the question. 

 

Question 21 (d)  

More successful responses performed all three steps correctly to gain three marks. A significant number 
stopped at 159.8, gaining two marks. 31.3 was a common incorrect response from 187.8 divided by 6. In 
a multi step calculation it is advisable for candidates to show their working steps so that if the final 
answer is incorrect working or error carried forward marks can be gained. 
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Question 22 (a) (i)  

Most successful responses described chromatography or boiling point determination. Distillation, 
filtration and crystallisation were common incorrect responses. A significant number omitted the 
question. 

 

Question 22 (a) (ii)  

The most successful candidates simplified the formula to its lowest possible numbers keeping the ratio of 
atoms the same. Many candidates omitted the question. 

 

Question 22 (a) (iii)  

More successful responses named the process as either distillation or fractional distillation, included use 
of a condenser and appreciated that hexane would boil and be collected first. Filtering was a common 
response and many omitted the question. 
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Question 22 (b) (i)  

More successful responses calculated the percentage and gave their final answer to two significant 
figures. Inverting the division, subtracting values and incorrect rounding were common in answers.  

 

Question 22 (b) (ii)  

The most successful responses balanced the equation using 19, 12 and 14. Many omitted the question, 
used 2 and 3 or added C and H into the gaps. 

OCR support 

Our Balancing equations – let’s balance! and accompanying worksheets can provide extra 
support in the classroom for candidates to practice this skill.  

  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/363942-balancing-equations-let-s-balance-presentation.pptx
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/374793-balancing-equations-let-s-balance-lesson-element.docx
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with a link you may want to navigate to that 
organisation’s website for a direct search.

https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/resource-finder/
https://www.ocr.org.uk
https://www.facebook.com/ocrexams
https://twitter.com/ocrexams
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ocr/
https://youtube.com/ocrexams
mailto:resources.feedback%40ocr.org.uk?subject=
http://www.ocr.org.uk/expression-of-interest
mailto:resources.feedback%40ocr.org.uk?subject=
mailto:resources.feedback%40ocr.org.uk?subject=I%20like%20the%20Summer%202022%20Examiners%27%20report%20GCSE%20%289-1%29%20Gateway%20Science%20Chemistry%20A%20J248/01
mailto:resources.feedback%40ocr.org.uk?subject=I%20dislike%20the%20Summer%202022%20Examiners%27%20report%20GCSE%20%289-1%29%20Gateway%20Science%20Chemistry%20A%20J248/01
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